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Chapter 1321: I Want You To Help Me Practice 

Chapter 1321 I Want You To Help Me In Practice 

Ding Houer used his real identity to register. In fact, he is indeed the president of Haiyue Company. 

To be precise, he was unable to gain a foothold in the film and television industry after being put on 

small shoes by the crew, and used all his savings and money to start this company in Beijing. 

Then he was sent a small pit, taking away a lot of money from the company. 

As a result, the company couldn’t open it for a long time. 

However, the company has not been cancelled. 

So when doctors register, they are not afraid of loopholes. 

In this way, the doctor called the Scar Man and Cross-eyed. 

Scar man and cross-eyed confuse, when first heard, they were naturally unwilling to let them take care 

of the patient. 

The two of them were waiting, and the people in the hospital arranged for them to enter Liu Yang’s 

ward. 

Then he lied to Liu Yang and asked Liu Yang to go with them to frame Lin Kai. 

Many doctors in the hospital knew that Lin Kai and Liu Yang had an unusual relationship. Lin Kai sent 

them to this hospital for rescue. 

Lin Kai often visits Liu Yang these days. 

If Liu Yang testified that it was Lin Kai who killed Li Shengxian, it would be more convincing. 

Scar man heard that the doctor arranged for them to give a stranger’s ward. 

This doctor, who is definitely not his own, naturally refused. 

Just when I heard that it was a patient in the VIP ward. 

Scar man agreed instantly. He was already distressed, how he should run to the VIP ward area, find a 

nurse there, and give her the poisonous needle. 

Now is a great opportunity! You can enter the VIP ward directly! 

Scar Man agreed without hesitation. 

Next, the doctor took the three Ding Hou’er, as well as the scar man and cross-eyed, to the VIP ward 

area. 

During the period, another bald doctor came forward and talked a few words with Scar Man. 



Ding Hou’er winked at his sister, and Ding Hou’er’s sister could instantly understand what her brother 

meant. 

She secretly turned on the camera in the briefcase and secretly took pictures of the bald doctor and the 

Scar Man. 

Not long after, Ding Houer and his party entered the VIP ward smoothly. 

Ding Hou’er was happy inside. 

Similarly, the Scar Man and the cross-eyed are mixed, and they are also very excited. 

Ding Hou’er looked at the scar man and smiled in his heart. The next step was to see when the scar man 

would trade the poison needle with the nurse in the VIP ward. 

On this side, Ding Houers plan was executed perfectly. 

And Lin Kai at home on the other side. 

Seeing that it is now half past nine, according to his rules these days, he will go out to the hospital later 

to see Liu Yang and Li Shengxian. 

Presumably at this time, at the hospital, Scar Man should be about to trade poison injections with the 

nurse in the VIP ward. 

In the early morning, the young man from the Leiyuan Group made it clear that the Scar Man must find 

an opportunity to enter the VIP ward between 9:50 and 10 in the morning. 

Obviously, Lin Yuan was also considered good, and only when Lin Kai went to the hospital did he infer 

that time to poison Li Shengxian. 

Lin Kai knew that the poison on the poisonous needle was a highly poisonous one that could be delayed 

for an hour before attacking again. 

Moreover, that poisonous needle is a golden weapon, and ordinary people can use it to poison others in 

a silent manner. 

Lin Kai wondered whether the people Li Shengxian had found could be successfully shot. 

If you can shoot better, if you can’t shoot, there is a further plan to make Li Shengxian pretend to be 

poisoned. 

This is the next strategy. 

Lin Kai thought about it, and walked out of the bedroom. 

When he saw Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian, still busy in the kitchen, he was shocked. What happened 

today? Is it at noon to cook a big meal for him? 

At the same time, the system saw that Lin Kai was still struggling with the task, and it tempted: “I missed 

this rare opportunity, and I won’t have such a lucky task reward next time.” 

Don’t tell me, Lin was very happy when the system said so. 



Indeed, if you miss this system task reward, you will really miss it. 

“That Dong Shu, Lin Qianqian, you guys…” 

Lin Kai walked to the door of the kitchen. The two women immediately stopped their hands and looked 

at Lin Kai. 

Dong Shu smiled slightly: “Lin Kai, you finally woke up and have dinner at home at noon.” 

“Yes, let you **** cooking skills.” Lin Qianqian also continued. 

Before Lin Kai could speak, Dong Shu seemed to be full of gunpowder and said: “My cooking skills are 

also good!” 

Lin Qianqian did not show any weakness: “Then let Lin Kai have a taste, who is better at cooking!” 

Lin Kai was speechless, so he had to stand up and say, “Okay, let’s stop fighting. Whose cooking is 

better, it doesn’t really matter, what’s important is…” 

“Huh? What is important then?” 

Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian looked at Lin Kai and asked. 

Lin Kai had already decided in his heart, so he didn’t hesitate at this moment, and walked towards Dong 

Shu and Lin Qianqian step by step. 

The two women stood together, their hearts beating faster as they watched Lin Kai getting closer. 

Especially in the next moment, Lin Kai slowly said: “The most important thing is, now I want you to help 

me in my practice!” 

Lin Kai was indeed right, as long as he kissed Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian, each had a bite. 

Once the system task is completed, you will get a chance to use double power. 

If it weren’t for this kind of task, there would be too many rewards. 

He would not be so entangled. 

But now that it was decided, he kissed Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian’s little cheeks very quickly at this 

time. 

Before the two women had any reaction, Lin Kai was so busy to leave a sentence: “I will be back at 

noon.” 

Soon, Lin went out without returning to the hospital at the beginning. 

This system task that had been tangled for a whole morning was finally completed! 

As for Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian in the kitchen, they were all dumbfounded. 

After a while, Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian blushed after touching the cheeks that had just been kissed by 

Lin Kai. 

When Lin opened the door. 



Lin Qianqian glanced at Dong Shu, with a trace of unkindness: “Huh! Men are all big pig’s hoofs. It’s fine 

to kiss me publicly, but you actually kiss you!” 

Dong Shu unceremoniously counterattacked: “Last night, Lin Kai invited me to his house today. They 

said that if you want to keep a man’s heart, you must keep a stomach. I didn’t expect you to come here 

too. Like me, I also buy vegetables!” 

“It’s like Lin Kai, just inviting someone here? He personally invited me last night to his house today, and 

he said that he wanted to **** cooking skills and I would buy vegetables naturally!” Lin Qianqian 

sneered. 

“Huh! It really is a big pig’s hoof!” Dong Shu lost her temper suddenly, and she didn’t expect Lin Kai to 

invite Lin Qianqian to his house today. 

If Lin Kai stayed here, he would definitely look dazed. When did he invite Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian? 

What’s more, he had never been idle last night. First, he checked the list of Leiyuan Group’s investment 

companies, and then he went to meet with Ai Luer. It was impossible to have time to go to Dong Shu 

and Lin Qianqian and invite the two girls. 

Chapter 1322: Use 

Chapter 1322 

Lin Kai arrived at Donghai Hospital at about ten in the morning. 

In accordance with the order of visits in these two days, he calmly walked into Liu Yang’s general ward. 

He didn’t see Scar Man and cross-eyed messing around. Could it be that they didn’t come to this ward? 

According to the young man from the Leiyuan Group who confessed to Scar Man in the early morning, 

he was placed in Liu Yang’s ward in the morning. 

When the news of Li Shengxian’s “poisoning” comes, they will take Liu Yang to the VIP ward and accuse 

Lin Kai of framing Lin Kai together. 

Just when Lin Kai was puzzled, Liu Yang saw him coming and pretended to be very happy: “Brother! You 

come to see him every day! Brother, I am even more grateful and ashamed. You should not sacrifice 

your life for Lin Yuan.” 

Lin Xinzhong shook his head slightly, saying that Liu Yang was stupid or stupid. Last time he was 

exposed, Lin Yuan would not keep him. 

So find someone to solve him, but luckily he didn’t die. 

To be honest, he really became Liu Yang’s savior. 

But Liu Yang was kept in the dark, thinking that he was still working for Lin Yuan. 

For this kind of person, Lin Kai will not point him out, the wicked have their own troubles. 

It’s the Scar Man and Cross-eyed. Have you ever been here? 



“Brother, haha, it’s okay, you promised me that you will help me deal with Lin Yuan, there is no need to 

feel guilty.” Lin Kai waved his hand and asked, “How is the injury? Where is the nurse in this ward? , You 

are almost finished infusion.” 

“Brother don’t worry, I will be able to get out of bed and walk in two days, and then I will take you to a 

place where Leiyuan Group specially invites people, like me, secretly working for Lin Yuan.” 

Liu Yang ignored the wound on his chest and patted it, as if he was saying, Brother Lin Kai, you just put a 

hundred hearts on it. 

Not to mention, Lin Kai is quite interested in this place. 

Although he knew that Liu Yang was throwing out a huge temptation, he still nodded: “Brother is 

interested!” 

In this way, the Scar Man and the cross-eyed have not entered this ward at all? So where did it go? 

Lin Kai frowned and thought, then glanced at the phone, suddenly suddenly. 

Ten minutes ago, Li Shengxian sent a message saying that a scene of Scar Man and a nurse 

trading’poisonous needles’ was taken. 

Scar male and cross-eyed confuse, the person invited by Li Shengxian went directly into the VIP ward. 

This makes it easier to take pictures. 

Lin Kai was a little surprised, but he didn’t expect that the person he invited was quite reliable. 

What’s interesting is that both he and Li Shengxian knew the nurse, it was Bai Xue. 

Lin Kai was not surprised. After the last time, Bai Xue’s attitude towards him or Li Shengxian had 

changed, and if Lin Yuan gave her enough benefits, the next poison would be nothing. 

Li Shengxian also said that Bai Xue secretly stabbed him with a needle while changing his infusion. 

If you use that really poisonous needle to pierce it, you will feel nothing, and the poison will be poisoned 

silently. 

But Bai Xue took a fake poisonous needle, but an ordinary needle pierced Li Shengxian’s body. 

Li Shengxian couldn’t talk about the pain, but even pretended that nothing happened. 

Lin Kai could imagine the scene at that time, and smiled in his heart. 

It’s enough to take pictures of trading poison needles. 

What he has to do now is to find that Ding Hou’er and copy the video. 

However, Lin Kai didn’t rush to avoid throwing grass and scaring the snake. He suspected that Lin Yuan 

would send some ancient warriors to stare outside the hospital. 

He thought a little, and said to Liu Yang, “Brother, can you get out of bed and walk?” 



“Able to walk,” Liu Yang said with a smile: “It’s just that the wound is still a little painful. If the brother 

has any instructions, just say that the injury is not in the way.” 

Lin Kai suddenly felt that Liu Yang was stupid, but he couldn’t help but admire his professionalism. 

“It’s not what I told you, but I went to the VIP ward of this hospital not long ago. You should also know 

that a friend of mine was hospitalized in the VIP ward.” 

Lin Kai paused and continued: “To my surprise, there are two male nurses inside who not only know me, 

but also know you. Let me call you into the VIP ward.” 

“Two male nurses? Know me? Tell me to come over?” Liu Yang was stunned, and said, “Brother, are you 

kidding me? I don’t know many people in Donghai, so I don’t know any male nurses.” 

Lin Kai shook his head: “Then I don’t know. Anyway, the two male nurses seem to be familiar with you. 

They not only know your name, but also know the day you were injured. In short, they asked me to let I 

will go there.” 

Liu Yang was even more puzzled: “Brother, what do these two male nurses look like?” 

“A man with a scar on his face, one with cross-eyed eyes. But judging by their temperament, why don’t I 

think it’s a male nurse, but a gangster.” Lin Kai looked puzzled. 

Liu Yangdang’s pupils shrank slightly when he heard Lin Kai’s words at this time. Although he wanted to 

make himself as normal as possible, no matter how good his acting skills were now, flaws appeared. 

How could he not know, these two people! 

After all, no one can hear that the owner is acting up as a nurse in this hospital and let the target person 

of the Leiyuan Group call him. 

Doesn’t this want him to reveal his identity? 

Liu Yang was secretly annoyed in his heart. He worked so hard to act here, and even paid the price of 

hospitalization, not just to gain Lin Kai’s trust. 

It was hard to convince Lin Kai, but unexpectedly, it was enough for his owner to appear in front of Lin 

Kai, and he was also pulled out. 

Perhaps it was thought that it might be Leiyuan Group who made Scar Man and Cross-Cock Eyes do this, 

and the anger in his heart dissipated. 

Seeing Lin Kai’s curious look at this time, Liu Yang quickly opened up haha: “So it was them! Listen to 

your description, I know who it is! I do know the two of them, my former secondary school classmate, 

play The very good kind.” 

“Well, they, don’t look fierce, but we studied nursing at the technical secondary school. Maybe we just 

joined this hospital recently and knew that I was hospitalized here. Otherwise, they would definitely 

come to visit me. “ 

Liu Yang’s acting skills are indeed better than professional actors. 



He immediately jumped out of the bed. Although the wound was painful, he grinned, but he pretended 

to be excited: “I haven’t seen them for a long time. Since they asked me to find him in the VIP ward 

area, then I will go now! Brother, If you are anxious, I will come as soon as I go! 

“Go go, I’m waiting for you here.” Lin said with a smile. 

Watching Liu Yang leave the ward, he hurriedly sent a message to Li Shengxian, so that the people who 

had invited it would pay attention, and he would secretly film the conversation between Scar Man and 

Liu Yang! 

Anyway, Liu Yang didn’t know why Scar Man came to the hospital. 

Why not take advantage of Liu Yang and take another video evidence showing that the Leiyuan Group 

has done bad things. 

Chapter 1323: Influence Of Public Opinion 

Chapter 1323 

As for why Lin Kai didn’t follow, the main reason was Scar Man and cross-eyed gangsters who knew him, 

but didn’t know that he was Lin Kai. 

If he went with Liu Yang, his identity would be revealed, and the video would not be made. 

Soon, Lin Kai received another video from Li Shengxian. It was a video of Bai Xue trading “poisonous 

needles” with Scar Man. 

And in the hall, a photo of a bald doctor talking with a scarred man in the corner. 

He sneered, his eyes slightly cold, and combined with the video content taken in the early hours of the 

morning, he didn’t actually need to wait for the video of Liu Yang’s meeting with Scar Man, so he could 

now post it online! 

Lin Kai did what he said, immediately took out his phone, clicked into a timely social software, and 

posted on the blog. 

He did have a previous Weibo account, so he logged in. 

Lin Kai first established a topic, ##. 

I typed a few more lines quickly, explaining the conspiracy and tricks of Lei Yuan Group against him this 

time. 

In the end, he even pointed directly at Leiyuan Group, simply acting recklessly. 

Cooperate with the video of the conversation between the young man and the scar man in the early 

morning, and the video of Bai Xue and the scar man trading “poisonous needles” in the morning. 

The two videos are integrated, and the text content and the video are all posted. 

At the end of this blog, @, @ and @. 

Although Leiyuan Group was established not long ago, it also has its own official blog. 



How to say, now is the age of advanced network information. 

Whether as a company group or a public figure, public opinion on the Internet is very important. 

Once there is a negative impact, it will have a serious impact on the company group or public figures. 

Since Lin Kai has video evidence, it can prove that the conspiracy and tricks used by Leiyuan Group 

against him this time will be revealed without mercy. 

Lin Yuan has already started to take action against the people around him, would he not fight back? 

Li Shengxian has arranged someone to buy this hot search of ##. 

So, within a few minutes, ## was in the top 50 of the hot search list. 

Over time, more and more netizens will click into it. 

This will attract the attention of Ping An East China Sea and will investigate Leiyuan Group. 

Although Lin Yuan would definitely find many brazens to protect him in order to save himself, this 

network public opinion would definitely have a short-term negative impact on the Leiyuan Group. 

Sure enough, as Lin Kai expected, his post was sent out in less than ten minutes. 

The number of video views exceeded 500,000 views, with 6,000 likes and more than 1,000 reposts. 

The number of comments also reached two thousand. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but click on the comments to read, and found that there were probably three 

groups of netizens. 

One faction is shocked and lawless by Leiyuan Groups practices. 

One group thinks that this video is fake and that Lin Kai is framing Leiyuan Group. 

Another faction is to eat melon silently. 

It just so happened that he saw the one with the most likes among the popular comments: “Blogger, 

your video is fake at first glance. I advise you to delete the blog to avoid reposting it over 500, and you 

will be investigated. “ 

Someone also commented below: “Yes, how could it be taken by such a coincidence? I have the ability 

to post another video! These two videos are obviously carefully prepared.” 

“Yes, I have heard of Leiyuan Group, the recent rise of the Big Mac in the East China Sea. Some people 

are upset, they deliberately faked the video, wanting Leiyuan Group to be negatively affected by public 

opinion.” 

Ding Dong! 

Just at this time, Lin Kai received Li Shengxian and sent another video. 

In this video, not only the conversation between Scarman and Liu Yang, but also some ghosts in the 

hospital are discussing the next thing. 



After all, they already think that Li Shengxian is now poisoned and how he should frame him and leave. 

It’s also a coincidence that when Liu Yang passed by, it happened that part of the ghost in Donghai 

Hospital was talking with Scar Man. 

Scar man thought Liu Yang was a member of the Leiyuan Group and was called here. 

He also happens to need Liu Yang. 

As a result, Liu Yang just made a mistake and didn’t tell Lin Kai to call him over. 

This video happens to be! 

Lin Kai sneered, let me post another video? it is good! Satisfy you! 

Not only post a video, but also a live broadcast! 

While he posted a video, he asked Li Shengxian to call the person who had invited him to broadcast live, 

the conversation between Scar Man and the ghost in the hospital. 

Currently, there are still secret discussions and plans to wait there. 

When Lin developed this circumstance, he fryed. 

“Fuck! So exciting? And live broadcast?” 

“Hahaha! The one who liked the first one had a swollen face! I said this kind of video is impossible to 

fake!” 

“Yes! Leiyuan Group is so depressed!” 

“The people of the Leiyuan Group are probably a group of people who don’t use the Internet very much. 

Until now, no one has sent a message to that group. This is almost live!” 

In fact, it’s not to blame Scar Man and others. In order to be cautious, they all put their mobile phones 

and the like in one place. They found a secret place and discussed a plan to frame Lin Kai. 

Therefore, it is of no avail to let the people of Leiyuan Group contact Scarman and others. 

And the person who liked the number one, even when he saw Lin developing a new video, still 

stubbornly said: “I don’t believe you can really broadcast it live!” 

Ding Dong! 

Li Shengxian just sent a message, a link to a live broadcast. It was Ding Hou’er who was broadcasting the 

live broadcast there. He was in the corner, in the blind spot of Scar Man and others. 

Then, Lin Kai posted a third blog post, threw the link to the live broadcast, and @ wrote: The live 

broadcast you want. 

At this moment, the man never dared to speak again. 

Netizens laughed at that man. 

At the same time, the netizens were very angry at the despicableness of Leiyuan Group. 



With the launch of the live broadcast, the topic of ## has reached the top ten in the hot search list. 

According to this rising trend, the top three in the hot search list is not impossible. 

In short, as the heat fermented, Leiyuan Group stumbled this time and planted it once. 

Even if the Leiyuan Group could not be defeated, it would have caused Lin Yuan to suffer for many days. 

He is no longer needed here in the hospital. 

Such a big news on the Internet has long been noticed by the police in the East China Sea, so the 

hospital will be here soon. 

Seeing that noon was almost here, Lin Kai thought for a while, and he better go home first. 

After all, Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian came to his house in the morning and began to cook for him, just 

waiting for him to eat together at noon. 

What’s more, he kissed Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian, one for each. 

Then I should go even more, lest I be called a guilty man. 

So after Lin Kai sent a message to Li Shengxian, he went back. 

Chapter 1324: Assassinate 

Chapter 1324 

Half past eleven noon. 

Lin drove the car and reached the parking place outside his home. 

It’s just that he just got off the car and the system released a task. This task is unknown. It is said that 

the system will not provide a goal to complete the task until he finds a clue. 

The reward is pretty good, a demigod extraction ability. 

Lin Kai was surprised that the system had never been released before, such an unknown task. 

He asked the system, but the system did not respond. 

Lin Kai shook his head, he was going to walk to his home. 

I saw a middle-aged man who didn’t look like the people of his country, walking towards him. 

The middle-aged man looked more like Southeast Asia, wearing a black robe. 

At first glance, Lin Kai felt that this person was very simple, but he couldn’t see how extraordinary he 

was. 

It’s like shrouded in a veil, giving people a hazy feeling. 

It stands to reason that he, a cultivator, can see through the breath of any ancient warrior. 

But this person can’t see through. 



There are two possibilities, either this person has some treasure in the body, or this person has some 

special cultivation methods. 

Lin Kai prefers the latter, because when he rubs shoulders with the middle-aged man, he can feel a hint 

of coldness from the middle-aged man. 

This gloomy breath, as if from Jiuyou, was gloomy. 

Even if it is the big sun now, I feel that the temperature has dropped a little when approaching the 

middle-aged man. 

“Hidden God!” 

Lin Kai motioned to Yinshen to take action, and he walked to his home. 

The middle-aged man left in the direction of his home. 

It shows that this middle-aged man was probably sent by Lin Yuan to attack the people around him! 

Especially the middle-aged man, suddenly a black mist appeared on his body, as if there was an evil 

spirit roaring inside, and he saw the middle-aged man explode and disappear here. 

Yinshen immediately caught up. 

Seeing this scene, Lin Kai felt even more anxious! Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian, don’t have any trouble! 

He eagerly headed towards his home, and left quickly. 

… 

Albert is the 45th killer on the extranet killer list. 

There were many people who died in his hands, including Wu Sheng level. 

Once even boldly accepted one, assassinating the master mission. 

Although he failed, he was able to retreat. 

In fact, the killer is not his job, but his interest. 

He likes the feeling of killing. 

A few days ago, I saw such a mission on the assassination list on the Internet. 

The bounty is very high, but the mission location is in China. 

Huaxia Kingdom tends to have a lot of killers, and they don’t like to take on the task here. 

The main killer is here, it is difficult to play his role. 

If it wasn’t for him to come to China, he would not take this incidental task. 

It’s just that he didn’t expect that to kill a twenty-year-old boy from China, not only send him. 

He also sent a master who knows the evil arts of T country to complete this suggestive task with him. 



With his arrogance, he disdains to complete the assassination with others. 

But the money owner doubled the amount. 

Let it kill the twenty-year-old kid. 

In fact, the gold master was right. 

The sorcerer master of Country T played a role and attracted a master master! 

Albert put away his little look, but he didn’t expect this young boy to be protected by a master. 

He is now on the ceiling of Lin Kai’s house, holding a gun, and waiting for the young kid to come in and 

shoot him directly. 

As for Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian, they were not affected. 

The two are in the kitchen, preparing the last big dishes. 

Albert naturally has his own professional ethics and will not kill anyone outside of his mission. 

Besides, this is China, and he is not allowed to mess around. 

“Why hasn’t Lin Kai come yet? It’s true. He obviously invited us to come to his house for lunch. Why 

haven’t you come back?” 

“Yes, it’s a shame that we go to the vegetable market in the morning and buy the freshest ingredients 

just to make a delicious meal.” 

Perhaps because of Lin Kai’s kiss in the morning, Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian were less hostile. 

On the contrary, the two gradually complained about Lin Kai’s big pig’s hoof. 

“Forget it, I’ll call it.” Lin Qianqian put down her hands and washed the dishes. 

Then he picked it up, when he was about to call Lin Kai. 

At this time the door opened. 

Albert suddenly grinned on the chandelier on the ceiling and shot a shot without hesitation. This gun has 

a silencer. 

Even so, the sound of this shot frightened Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian in the kitchen. 

Albert watched the blood splattering at the door, and one half of his body seemed to be injured. 

Albert was overjoyed: “I hit him!” 

He naturally didn’t think that the goal of this task could be solved with a gun. 

The host has provided detailed information about this young kid, and he is a very powerful master. 

His gun is specially customized, and the bullet contains a trace of genetic power. 

After being hit, the strength that will make people temporarily lost. 



So Albert jumped down from the chandelier on the ceiling, very fast, and slaughtered towards the door. 

“I thought it would be difficult to deal with, but I didn’t expect it to be so easy.” 

Albert was disdainful of the warriors of China. 

I even suspect that the information provided by the funder is not fake. 

It’s so dangerous and difficult to say, and in the end, he was not shot at him. Now he is going to make up 

another knife and kill the young boy! 

However, when he arrived at the door, he was shocked! 

He did hit someone, not the target person, but the sorcerer master of country T! 

Not only that, there was a hand on the shoulder behind him at this time. 

Albert turned his head slowly, his eyes full of shock, 

The person behind him is exactly his target person, that young kid from China! 

How can it be! 

How did he find me? 

And he saw with his own eyes that the witchcraft master of Country T had clearly attracted a master 

master, so why was he caught in such a fast time? 

Albert was full of horror, his eyes were fierce, and the dagger in his hand stab Lin Kai fiercely. 

However, he hadn’t waited for him to get close to Lin Kai. 

He saw Lin Kai, the hand on his shoulder, stretched out unhurriedly, with a poisonous needle dripping 

down with the toxin. 

“Poisoned!” 

Albert snorted, vomiting black blood, and fell to the ground instantly. 

Before he died, he was full of grief and anger. He was good at using poison, but he died in the end by 

being poisoned. 

He also reacted, why the sorcerer master of Country T was caught so quickly, that is, he was poisoned 

silently. 

Albert thought well. After Lin Kai was with the middle-aged man, he used a poison needle to poison him 

silently. 

Lin Kai had already replaced this poison with a quick-onset poison. 

As a result, Yinshen quickly caught up with the middle-aged man. 

Chapter 1325: Scarier Than The Devil 

Chapter 1325: More Terrible Than The Devil 



Lin Kai was so vigilant because the system released an unknown task. 

Coupled with the arrival of the demigod extraction ability, he knew that the task was not easy. 

It happened to meet the middle-aged man who looked like Southeast Asia. 

As a cultivator, he couldn’t see this middle-aged man, there must be a problem. 

When rubbing shoulders, Lin Kai silently used the poison needle, but the toxin used was not fatal, but it 

would slow down his actions. 

Yinshen could quickly catch the middle-aged man in time. 

Lin Kai is not stupid, knowing that this middle-aged man is trying to entice the hidden god. 

The real crisis is probably in one’s own home. 

He was naturally worried for Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian, but he did not lose his mind and asked Yinshen 

to open the door with the middle-aged man. 

Lin Kai walked around to the balcony behind his house and saw a foreigner squatting there with a gun. 

So send a message to Yinshen, don’t show up after opening the door, just keep the middle-aged man in 

front. 

If it wasn’t for Lin Kai’s vigilance, he would really be hit. 

“Lin Kai! Are you okay?” 

“what happened?” 

Both Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian came to Lin Kai with pale faces, obviously frightened by the scene just 

now. 

Lin Kai was relieved to see that they were all right. 

He didn’t know how to deal with the accident of the two Nuzhen. 

Lin Kai then asked Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian why they came home by accident today. He felt that the 

arrival of the two women might be related to the assassination. 

Under this question, it really shocked him. 

Both Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian said that he came to find two people in person last night and invited 

them to his house. 

Last night, Lin Kai was busy all night and had no time to go. 

Lin Kai instantly thought that Lin Yuan pretended to be him and invited Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian. 

As for why, Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian were kidnapped directly because Lin Yuan’s goal was not the two 

of them, but Lin Kai was the ultimate goal. 

Besides, it is impossible for Lin Yuan to act personally, which would leave flaws. 



The dead foreigner and the half-dead middle-aged man were obviously invited by Lin Yuan. 

Lin Kai stared coldly at the middle-aged man lying on the ground. 

I didn’t expect Lin Yuan to be so vicious. Today’s two plans were to attack people around him. 

The other is to use people around him to assassinate him. 

It can be said that both hands are fully prepared. 

He estimated that Lin Yuan, if he knew that he was not only alive now, but also scheming backhand, he 

would definitely be angry. 

but! 

Far from enough! 

Lin Yuan’s actions this time completely annoyed him! 

If Lin Yuan just shot at him, he calmly faced it. 

However, Lin Yuan shot the people around him again and again, so don’t blame him for being ruthless! 

Lin Kai picked up the dagger on the ground and walked towards the middle-aged man step by step. 

The middle-aged man spoke in Chinese with his feet, and immediately said: “I am a citizen of country T, 

you can’t kill me!” 

“Really?” Lin Kai didn’t care. T country is just a small country in Southeast Asia. 

Lets not talk about other things. Its a violation of the rules of China to come to China to kill people from 

country T alone! 

Lin Kai sneered: “Naturally I asked you some questions, just to answer honestly, otherwise…” 

As he said, the dagger in his hand touched the middle-aged man’s arm with a light stroke. 

This dagger is very sharp, even with a light stroke, a long wound can appear on the middle-aged man’s 

arm, with deep bones visible. 

Even so, the middle-aged man did not subdue him: “Boy, you can’t know anything from my mouth! You 

want to kill or scrape, whatever you want!” 

“Dong Shu, Lin Qianqian, you go to the bedroom to rest first. After I solve them, I will taste your 

craftsmanship.” 

Lin Kaihu turned around and said. 

The most important thing is that Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian are ordinary girls after all. They had never 

seen such a **** scene, so they were asked to go back to the bedroom to rest. 

Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian nodded very obediently and left the living room immediately. 

After the two women were gone, Lin Kai looked at the middle-aged man without saying a word, and 

immediately lifted the dagger again and stroked it across the middle-aged man’s leg. 



A wound was left in an instant. 

But this time the wound was not an ordinary wound, but rather corrosive. 

This corrosiveness is the reward for the first two system missions, the mission that left a mark on Shao 

Xin’s face. 

The gold extraction ability once extracted a wound erosion effect. 

This effect will increase the pain infinitely. 

The next moment the middle-aged man screamed in pain, he rolled frantically on the ground. 

Lin Kai looked at him coldly, he knew that this middle-aged man was a magician from Country T. 

I want to become a sorcerer, but I don’t know how many wronged people there are. 

What’s more, when rubbing shoulders with him, the middle-aged man wanted to use sorcery to shock 

him. 

Only when the hidden **** appeared, did the middle-aged man change his mind and try to divert the 

hidden **** away. 

“Quick! Hurry, stop!” The middle-aged man’s painful entire face was full of hideousness: “I am a disciple 

of the No. 1 sorcerer in country T. If you kill me, you will definitely die in the future. Ugly! So if you let 

me…” 

Before the middle-aged man finished speaking, his other arm was also attacked by a dagger, and 

another corrosive wound made the middle-aged man scream like a pig. 

That kind of pain is not physical pain, it’s like coming from the depths of the soul! 

This is worse than killing him! 

After a while, the middle-aged man’s body was shaking while pointing at Lin Kai: “Devil! Devil! You are 

the devil!” 

“The devil?” Lin Kai raised his eyebrows: “I am more terrible than the devil!” 

When the words fell, another corrosive wound appeared on the middle-aged man. 

Lin Kai said coldly: “I asked you the last time, I won’t answer me back!” 

“Answer and answer!” The middle-aged man was in pain, but he didn’t have the same stiff mouth 

before. 

Lin Kai narrowed his eyes when he heard the words, and said lightly: “It was Lin Yuan, who sent you to 

assassinate me?” 

“Not…” 

“puff!” 

Without hesitation, Lin Kai left a corrosive wound on the middle-aged man again. 



The middle-aged man almost fainted in pain. 

Before Lin Kai could speak, the middle-aged man said weakly: “I don’t know who Lin Yuan you are 

talking about. I am the 91st killer on the extranet killer list. The name of the man who died on the 

ground was Albert. , Ranked forty-five on the extranet killer list. The two of us were on the extranet 

assassination task list. When we saw the reward quest for you, we took it.” 

“The gold master will not reveal his information, only your personal information, so I don’t know who 

Lin Yuan is, and I don’t know…” 

“stop!” 

Lin Kai interrupted, staring at the middle-aged man coldly, and thought of a key question: “No, you 

really know my personal information. It’s impossible to know who Lin Yuan is.” 

Chapter 1326: Yin Yang Mantra 
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Lin Kai was right, because Lin Yuan was very similar to his Zhang’s. 

Regardless of whether it is Lin Yuan or not, the assassination reward mission released will explain the 

difference between Lin Kai and Lin Yuan in the personal information disclosed. 

Lest it cause a manslaughter. 

For example, Lin Yuan issued this assassination bounty, and it didn’t say that he looked like Lin Kai. If he 

was recognized as Lin Kai and then assassinated by the killer, wouldn’t it be wrong to die? 

Therefore, in Lin Kai’s personal information, Lin Yuan will definitely be introduced by the way, so as to 

distinguish. 

“Hey! If you can’t lie to you, then die for me!” 

The middle-aged man seemed to have performed some secret technique, his eyes were instantly red, 

not only that, the hair on his body began to fall off quickly, and his face gradually became thinner. 

As if exhausted all the blood of the middle-aged man. 

Without waiting for Lin Kai to take action, the hidden **** appeared immediately, trying to get rid of 

the middle-aged man. 

However, the middle-aged man gave a grinning grin, his hands were covered in black mist towards the 

hidden god. 

For a while, Yinshen was trapped by this black mist. 

Lin Xinxin was stunned. It is indeed a sorcery of Country T! Compared with the ancient warriors of China, 

this sorcery method is even more unpredictable! 

At this time, the middle-aged man pounced on Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai was not afraid, and directly attacked and killed the ghost with a violent attack. 



Obviously, this middle-aged man is fighting to death! 

However, when Lin Kai was preparing to face the attack of the middle-aged man, who wanted the 

middle-aged man to stagger and confront Lin Kai. 

I saw the middle-aged man burst out a half arc of blood, heading into the bedroom. 

“Die! Hey, all of my Yin and Yang curse, die! It’s okay to pull two backs!” 

The middle-aged man let out the last grinning laugh, and immediately fell to the ground weakly, as if he 

might die at any time. 

His skinny and bloodless face was filled with excitement. 

However, Lin Kai’s expression changed. The middle-aged man obviously knew that this trick would not 

work for him, so he moved the target to Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian in the bedroom. 

“Damn it!” 

Lin Kai did not pay attention to the middle-aged man, seeing the half-curved blood glow, about to rush 

into the bedroom. 

He no longer has any hesitation, using a gold extraction ability to explode double power! 

He didn’t feel the slightest heartache, this was saving Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian! 

At this time, leaving broke out at double the speed! 

Under the shocking gaze of the middle-aged man, he rushed to the door of the bedroom in a flash and 

slammed towards the half-curved blood. 

In an instant, most of the blood glow dissipated, but there was still a trace, swiftly moving towards Lin 

Qianqian who was resting on the bed! 

“Lin Qianqian!” 

Lin Kai knew that it was impossible for him to break up the trace of blood, then roared, trying to wake 

Lin Qianqian. 

Lin Qianqian opened her eyes at this moment, still stunned. 

At this moment, Dong Shu reacted in time and pushed Lin Qianqian away without hesitation. 

And Dong Shu herself, the trace of blood from the baby sank into her body. 

Dong Shu fainted directly. 

“Dong Shu! Dong Shu! Wake up!” Lin Qianqian cried: “Why do you want to block me! Knowing that I am 

your rival, you still block the attack for me!” 

Lin Kai saw this scene, the anger in his heart can be imagined, turned around and quickly ran to the 

middle-aged man, stepped on the middle-aged man’s chest with his feet, and let out a low growl: “Say! 

What about this Yin-Yang curse? solution!” 



“Hey, I didn’t find a way to relieve it within three hours, it must turn into a thick water!” The middle-

aged man gave a sharp smile. 

Lin Kai’s face sank, knowing that he couldn’t ask anything, he shot decisively and shot the middle-aged 

man to death, so as not to have any further tricks. 

In the next moment, before the middle-aged man was dying, his eyes were full of unwillingness. 

At this moment, the hidden **** broke out from the fog. 

“Sir, I…” 

As soon as Yinshen came out, he was ready to appeal to Lin Kai. 

“Needless to say, don’t blame you.” Lin Xinxin sighed slightly. 

The most important thing is that I don’t know much about the witchcraft of Country T, and I can’t think 

of it being so difficult. 

The strength of the middle-aged man himself was actually not very good. It was the sorcery he used, 

which was too weird. 

Lin Kai and Yinshen had to spend some exercises to crack them. 

If you have a thorough understanding of the sorcery, you will definitely not be so embarrassed. 

Lin Kai decided that after he healed Dong Shu, he had to learn about the evil arts of T country. 

Avoid the next encounter, you will be in a passive state. 

He decisively killed the middle-aged man, and one more thing is that just now, the system finally 

explained the unknown content in detail. 

That is to cure Dong Shu. 

Dong Shu was hit by a yin-yang curse, not all yin-yang curses, so he won’t die within three hours. 

But this yin and yang curse, for ordinary people, if it is not resolved within half a month, it will become a 

vegetable. 

Lin Kai finally understood why this task with demigod rewards was initially unknown. 

That’s because if he can erase all the blood, the task will be completed instantly. 

If the blood beams were not broken up, Dong Shu would die within three hours, making the task more 

difficult. 

Nowadays, there is a yin and yang curse submerged in Dong Shu’s body, and the difficulty of the task is 

still not low. 

According to the mission statement, it is necessary to find the most yin thing and fight it with poison to 

break the yin and yang curse in Dong Shu’s body. 

But even without this task, Lin Kai would rescue Dong Shu. 



He didn’t have any thoughts now, looking at some system tasks, he walked into the bedroom. 

Lin Qianqian was still crying in the sad, while Dong Shu was lying on the bed with her eyes closed, her 

face pale, like a sleeping beauty. 

Lin Kai patted Lin Qianqian on the back and said: “Lin Qianqian, rest assured, I will save Dong Shu. During 

this period, you will take good care of Dong Shu at home, and I will arrange the Yinshen to stay here to 

protect your safety.” 

“Woo! Lin Kai, you must save Dong Shu!” 

Lin Qianqian rushed into Lin Kai’s arms and couldn’t help it anymore, crying loudly. 

Lin Kai whispered: “Yes.” 

No, Lin Qianqian said that he would do his best to rescue Dong Shu. 

After ten minutes, Lin Qianqian’s mood gradually recovered, but she was still very depressed. 

After all, Dong Shu was unconscious to save her. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai withdrew from the bedroom. He asked Lin Qianqian to take good care of Dong Shu. 

This yin and yang curse is a sorcery, and the hospital naturally cannot be saved. 

Lin Kai had to think of a way to find the most yin thing. 

Before he went out, he made a phone call. 

I told the person on the other end of the incident that I encountered an external killer. 

And the corpses of two extranet killers are in his house. 

On the other side of the phone, he will deal with the bodies of these two extranet killers. 

These two extranet killers are actually international wanted criminals. 

Naturally, the country will not go into this matter, but will reward Lin Kai. 

Of course, Lin Kai didn’t want to accept any awards. He had only one request, and that was to send 

someone to the East China Sea. 

Chapter 1327: Master Zhicheng 
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To be precise, Lin Kai wanted to send someone to protect Lin Qianqian and Dong Shu. 

He is afraid that there will be warlocks from Country T coming. 

The middle-aged man also said that he was a disciple of the first sorcerer in T country. If he knew that 

his disciple died in China, he would not come. 

The person on the other end of the phone hesitated, and then agreed. 



Lin Kai was not surprised. As the owner of Jiulong Mountain, the person on the other side of the phone, 

although he was of the same level, was also an official belonging to China. 

It’s just that the people on the other end of the phone are in charge of the international community. 

His question belongs to the international community. 

Let two extranet killers sneak into China. 

This alone is enough for the person on the other end of the phone to be severely punished. 

Lin Kai gave the corpses of these two extranet killers to the person on the other end of the phone, and 

gave him a remedy. 

Naturally, Lin Kai was not so kind. He put forward two conditions. 

The first is to send someone to protect Dong Shu and Lin Qianqian. 

The second thing is to help him investigate, who posted a reward for his assassination on the Internet. 

You know, Huaxia Kingdom will never allow anyone to publish this assassination reward on the Internet. 

It is even more not allowed to assassinate the people of China’s own country, otherwise it will be based 

on the standards of treason. 

Actually, Lin Kai doesn’t need to say, the people on the other end of the phone will also investigate. 

Lin Kai also understood this, he just wanted to let the person on the other end of the phone investigate 

it for him as soon as possible. 

“By the way, Lin Kai, you said that your friend has been caught in the witchcraft of Country T and needs 

the most yin thing?” The person on the other side of the phone, named Jiang Shu, specializes in the 

control of China’s entry and exit issues. 

This time let two extranet killers lurking in, obviously it was Jiang Shu who made a mistake. 

Jiang Shu was also embarrassed, so he asked. 

“Yes.” Lin Kai responded. 

Jiang Shu heard the words, and then said: “Lets do it, Ill recommend an individual to you, which is also 

an official organization of China Huaxia, named Pihua Mansion. As the name suggests, it means 

sheltering Huaxia. Unlike your Jiulongshan, they deal with China. , All kinds of transcendent 

phenomena.” 

“It happens that there is a monk named Master Zhicheng in the Bihua Mansion, who is already in the 

East China Sea. It is said that there is a supernatural phenomenon in the East China Sea that needs to be 

dealt with. You can talk to Master Zhicheng and I will build a bridge for you. I happen to be very Master 

Zhicheng is very familiar. It seems that he has encountered some difficult problems in Donghai. If you 

are there, I might be able to help.” 

“Yes.” Lin Kai didn’t refuse. At present, he was still confused about the so-called Yin-Yang curse. 



It would be great if you find someone familiar with this witchcraft and communicate. 

“Then it’s settled, I will communicate with Master Zhicheng later.” Jiang Shu said. 

Lin Kai responded, Jiang Shu was about to hang up, and Lin Kai quickly said: “Jiang Shu, I suspect this is 

related to Leiyuan Group. When investigating, it is best to focus on the Leiyuan Group.” 

“Row.” 

Jiang Shu then hung up. 

Lin Kai took back his mobile phone and looked Ling Ran, he was 100% sure that it was the assassination 

reward issued by Lin Yuan on the Internet. 

However, he naturally didn’t believe it, and Lin Yuan would release it himself. 

To investigate, start with the entire Leiyuan Group. 

I hope that Jiang Shu, even if the incident cannot be investigated, it would be a pleasant surprise if the 

investigation reveals other bad things about the Leiyuan Group. 

Lin Kaizi would not miss this opportunity, and finally reminded Jiang Shu. 

According to Jiang Shu, he will let Master Zhicheng communicate with him later. 

However, the police were very fast. It was estimated that they had received news from Jiang Shu and 

came to Lin Kai’s home secretly and dealt with the bodies of the two assassins on the Internet. 

The home was also cleaned up. 

It was noon, Lin Kai asked Lin Qianqian to eat something. 

However, Lin Qianqian had nothing to eat, she looked after Dong Shu by the bed. 

Lin Kai sighed secretly, Dong Shu’s move made Lin Qianqian no longer hostile to Dong Shu, and she was 

more like a good sister. 

Lin Kai didn’t persuade Lin Qianqian, he was even more anxious, and he found something of yin to 

rescue Dong Shu. 

While waiting for Master Zhicheng to call, he received a few messages from Li Shengxian. 

Probably the content is that the scared man, the cross-eyed bastard, Liu Yang, nurse Bai Xue, and a 

group of ghosts in Donghai Hospital were all taken away by the police for investigation. 

The popularity of Leiyuan Group on the Internet is very high. 

It’s all because of the popularity of the microblogs developed by Lin. 

Of course, it is all the negative public opinion of Leiyuan Group. 

In short, Leiyuan Group completely lost. 

It is impossible to be in the East China Sea in the future, as unscrupulous as before, at least it will 

converge for a long time. 



In this way, Lin Kai was given enough breathing time. 

Coupled with these two assassins on the Internet, the assassination failed, it is very likely that Lin Yuan 

did it. 

Lin Kai has instructed Jiang Shu to investigate Lin Yuan and Lei Yuan Group. 

In this way, it is absolutely impossible for Leiyuan Group to want to be as unscrupulous as it is today. 

Lin Kai made sense. What was unexpected was that he received a short message with no number on his 

mobile phone: Lin Kai, it’s you, this time I completely lost, but next time, you wont be so. lucky. 

Without thinking about it, it was from Lin Yuan. 

When Lin Kai saw these words, he secretly sighed in relief, which showed that Lin Yuan would not attack 

anyone next to him in a short time. 

Of course, but still beware of Lin Yuan. 

Lin Yuan is like a poisonous snake. If he is not careful, he will get a bite. 

Lin Kai hates this feeling, so after Dong Shu is cured, if the extraction ability of divination is still there, he 

will foretell the key evidence of Leiyuan Group! 

The reason why he didn’t use it now was because he was worried that he could not find the most yin 

thing. 

If he couldn’t find it, he would use the only opportunity for divination. 

Anyway, I don’t hesitate to cure Dong Shu. 

After that, Lin Kai sat on the sofa and opened the Weibo. A large number of @ or comment messages 

showed 999+. 

At first glance, he could see that Leiyuan Group ranked second in the hot search. 

Then I clicked in and took a look. Nowadays, the public opinion is all sided criticizing Leiyuan Group. 

Netizens all hope to investigate Leiyuan Group strictly. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, and finally felt more comfortable. 

Not long ago, he was holding a breath because of Dong Shu. 

Had it not been for the Leiyuan Group, he could have done something with Lin Yuan long ago. 

Unfortunately, the current Leiyuan Group is too powerful, even if there is such a one-sided public 

opinion, it still cannot be shaken. 

However, it can make Leiyuan Group hurt. 

Just as Lin Kai was thinking about it, the phone finally rang. It was an unfamiliar phone number from 

Beijing. 

Without hesitation, he picked it up. 



“Hello, is Daoist Lin Kai?” 

There was a deep, compassionate voice on the other side of the phone. 

When I heard it, I knew that the other party was a master monk. 

Chapter 1328: West Suburbs 
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“Is Master Zhicheng?” Lin Kai asked. 

“Yes.” Master Zhicheng continued: “Friend Lin, I was introduced by Jiang Shu. I didn’t expect you to be 

the owner of the Ninth Mountain of Jiulong Mountain. 

Lin Kai didn’t have so many polite words, and he said directly: “Master Zhicheng, you should have 

listened to Jiang Shu, I have something to ask. To make a long story short, my friend was under the yin 

and yang curse of country T, but I put the yin and yang curse Most of the power was dissipated, so my 

friend just got a yin and yang curse.” 

“Even so, my friend has fallen into a coma and needs to find a kind of the most yin thing to save my 

friend. I wonder if Master Zhicheng, can he know this kind of sorcery, the most yin thing needed? Of 

course, I also heard Jiang Shu said, if you have a problem in the East China Sea and need my help, you 

can say at any time that I will do my best.” 

Lin Kai’s mood at the moment is actually more anxious than Lin Qianqian. 

After all, Dong Shu was hit by the Yin-Yang curse and he was involved. 

If something unexpected happened, he would feel guilty for a lifetime. 

Therefore, he didn’t have so much time to explain to Master Zhicheng. 

“Friend Lin Dao, the poor monk of country T does understand some evil arts.” Master Zhicheng paused, 

then continued: “The Yin-Yang curse belongs to one of the top ten sorceries in Southeast Asia, and this 

sorcery is extremely evil. To practice this sorcery, It is necessary to collect ninety-nine wraith spirits and 

transform the evil spirits of these resentment into the power of sorcery. It can be said that this sorcery 

will also be very vicious.” 

“This kind of sorcery can’t be solved by ordinary yin things, it needs the same evil spirit to be able to be 

relieved.” 

Master Zhicheng said. 

Lin Kai nodded secretly, and according to the system content, he solved this Yin and Yang curse. 

What is needed is not an ordinary most yin thing, otherwise he would not be so helpless. 

Suddenly, Master Zhicheng’s face turned straight: “It’s a coincidence that the poor monk came to the 

East China Sea and received the mission of the Bihua Mansion. According to investigations, an old city in 

the East China Sea has been abandoned for many years. And there is a The place is so furious. People 

often pass by and say that they have encountered something unknown.” 



“However, for many years, no one was injured or killed because of unknown incidents. Therefore, it has 

not attracted the attention of our Pihua Mansion. In these days, some drivers who passed by late at 

night were more or less injured. There was even one that died unnaturally. So it was reported to the 

Bihua Mansion and let us investigate.” 

“So, a few fellow daoists and I came to the East China Sea to handle this incident secretly. However, last 

night, a few fellow daoists and I went to the suffocating place to get rid of the evil spirits there. The ship 

overturned in the gutter. The evil spirit was too cunning. My fellow daoists were trapped. I was lucky 

enough to escape.” 

“I planned to request the shelter of the mansion for support, but I just received a call from Jiang Shu, 

saying that Lin Daoyou has something to ask. Lin Daoyou, that sulky place has the most yin thing you 

need. I also know Lin Daoyou. His strength is profound, and it should be no problem to deal with this evil 

spirit. The poor monk asked Fellow Daoist Lin to save my fellow Daoists.” 

After Lin Kai listened, he did not hesitate and agreed directly: “Okay! Even if Master Zhicheng doesn’t 

need to ask, I will agree.” 

It happens to be there, the most yin resentment that relieves the Yin-Yang curse, how can it not go? 

Lin Kai thought for a while, and quickly said, “Master Zhicheng, where is that place?” 

“The western suburbs of the East China Sea.” 

Master Zhicheng said: “As far as I know, this place was the city center of Donghai twenty years ago. 

Later, some changes occurred, coupled with the rapid development of Donghai, all the new 

constructions have reached the current city center of Donghai. Ten Years ago, the land in the western 

suburbs of the city was gradually abandoned. Five years ago, there was actually a big boss who wanted 

to buy the land and redevelop it.” 

“But in the end, a few people died unexpectedly during development, and they gave up.” 

When Master Zhicheng said this, he sighed: “According to the experience of the poor monk, this evil 

spirit has grown to a very strong ability. If it is not for his own strength to defeat the evil spirit. There are 

still a few fellow daoists trapped. I will be cheeky and come to invite you, Fellow Lin.” 

“West Suburb of Donghai City?” 

Lin Kai was taken aback for a moment. Li Shengxian once talked about this place, backed by the 

mountains of the East China Sea. 

There are mountains and rivers, and the land is very cheap, which is quite suitable for investment and 

development projects. 

It’s just that the Li family has naturally been greedy for this place over the years, but also knows the evil 

that spreads from that place. 

The low land price is not unreasonable. 

Li Shengxian just saw Lin Kai’s greatness, so he mentioned it casually. 



Unexpectedly, that place really has evil spirits so angry. 

If the evil spirit is dealt with, Dong Shu can be saved, and the land can be bought by Li Shengxian who 

can feel relieved. 

If the company invests in the projects there, if it makes a lot of money, Li Shengxian’s position in the Li 

family will definitely rise. 

It is of great help to confirm the identity of the successor to the Li family. 

But listening to the tone of Master Zhicheng just now, it means that there will be very dangerous, so Lin 

Kai will think about it for a while. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but this master Zhicheng, who had never met, had a good impression. 

Master Zhicheng didn’t force it on him either, and he also spoke of the danger. 

Without waiting for Master Zhicheng to speak, Lin Kai immediately said: “Master Zhicheng, where are 

you now, I will go and make peace with you first.” 

“Friend Lin, thank you very much!” Master Zhicheng was surprised and delighted: “I’m on the edge of 

the road on the outskirts of the west of the city. When you get there, you can see me.” 

“Okay, you wait for me there for a while.” After Lin Kai finished speaking, he hung up the phone. 

Then he and Lin Qianqian comforted a few words, saying that he would go out and find the yin thing to 

rescue Dong Shu. 

Also arranged for the hidden **** to stay here, the guardian Lin Qianqian and Dong Shu’s safety. 

Yinshen is a master master, even that kind of weird sorcery can’t hurt him, so he is naturally trapped 

temporarily. 

There is a hidden **** to protect Lin Qianqian and Dong Shu’s safety, and there is still no problem. 

After the confession, Lin Kai went out quickly and drove to the direction of the western suburbs of the 

city. 

No one followed this time, presumably Lin Yuan knew that sending someone to follow him was useless. 

It is estimated that Lin Yuan is now suffering from Scar Man and others. 

Once the scarred man, cross-eyed gangster, Liu Yang and others confessed Lin Yuan, it will definitely 

have a big impact on Leiyuan Group. 

Thinking of Lin Yuan, Lin Kai’s eyes gradually became cold. 

Two days ago, he had just received threats from Lin Yuan, saying that he could attack people around him 

at any time. 

Unexpectedly, Lin Yuan would be so fast. 

In fact, the more this happened, the more Lin Yuan was afraid of him, and he didn’t dare to shoot at 

him, only to shoot at his side. 



“Lin Yuan, wait!” 

Lin Kaixin sneered secretly, this time Lin Yuan completely angered him. 

Chapter 1329: Dragon Vein Seal 

Chapter 1329 Dragon Vein Seal 

If Dong Shu was rescued this time, the turtle extraction ability was not used, that is, a big opportunity 

for divination. 

Lin meeting directly used this divination technique to give Leiyuan Group a divination. The key evidence 

lies. 

However, I was afraid that Lin Yuan would have any follow-up actions. 

As Lin Kai thought, he drove to the western suburbs of the city. 

The city center is a bit far from the western suburbs, and it took about an hour and a half. 

It was close to two o’clock in the afternoon. 

Lin Kai arrived at the outer roadside as Master Zhicheng said. 

I have to say that the evil spirit here is really amazing. 

Even in broad daylight, Lin Kai could keenly feel that the evil aura here was even stronger than the Yin-

Yang curse cast by the T-country magician. 

In other words, the evil spirit here is more than the evil spirit of ninety-nine resentful spirits. 

“Although the evil spirit is amazing, the strength of the evil spirit inside should not be that strong.” 

Lin Kai is a cultivator, and he can see the problem at a glance. 

Feng Shui here has been destroyed, and it was originally a good place of Feng Shui. 

But one node was destroyed, and this node was also occupied by the evil spirit. 

It is the so-called Feng Shui Chong Sha, but on the contrary, if the evil spirits are used, it will increase the 

evil spirits. 

Therefore, the feng shui was transformed into evil spirits by evil spirits, and it became more and more 

intense as time passed. 

After Lin drove off the car, he saw a famous middle-aged monk in monk clothes waiting anxiously on the 

side of the road. 

Being charitable is indeed the appearance of a Taoist monk. 

Lin Kai could also see that the middle-aged monk had half his foot on the grand master level. 

Presumably, he is the master of Zhicheng. 



Lin Kai didn’t dare to underestimate it. As the saying goes, he has special skills. Although Master 

Zhicheng is the pinnacle of Martial Saint, Master Zhicheng is good at killing demons and slaying demons. 

Of course, Lin Kai is a cultivator, and he has the means to deal with evil spirits. 

“I have seen Fellow Lin Dao!” 

Master Zhicheng recognized Lin Kai and arched his hands. 

Walking in, Lin Kaicai noticed some black scars on Master Zhicheng’s body, which seemed to be caused 

by evil spirits. 

Master Zhicheng saw Lin Kai and wanted to ask something. He shook his head quickly and said, “Daoist 

Lin, my injuries are all right, but some of my fellow Taoists are still trapped inside. In this way, we will go 

over and face you. Explain the situation.” 

Lin Kai nodded. 

Immediately, Master Zhicheng led the way and walked towards the inner circle of the outskirts of 

Xicheng. 

At the same time, Master Zhicheng said: “Last night I and a few fellow daoists initially judged that the 

place was an ancient battlefield, and the grievances persisted throughout the year. Because of the good 

feng shui here, the grievances were directly suppressed. 

It may be that an evil spirit passed by, took a fancy to this place, and then destroyed the structure of 

Feng Shui, causing resentment to be absorbed by the evil spirit. The evil spirits became powerful evil 

spirits, occupying this place, and as the evil spirits became stronger and stronger, the evil spirits in this 

place also became strong. “ 

Lin Kai nodded again, indeed as he could see, and asked: “Although the geomantic omen here is 

destroyed, it is a treasure of geomantic omen after all. If the evil spirits forcibly destroyed this place, he 

should have paid the corresponding price?” 

“Daoyou Lin deserves to be the owner of the Ninth Mountain of Jiulong Mountain!” 

Master Zhicheng first exclaimed, and then said rather solemnly: “It is precisely because of forced 

destruction that this evil spirit cannot come out of the land of Feng Shui. This is a dragon vein. When the 

dragon vein is damaged, it will form a force to seal the Feng Shui. The ground. The evil spirit should be 

quite weak at the time, so it was sealed in the land of Feng Shui and could not get out.” 

“But as the evil spirits become stronger, the sealing power of the dragon veins will become weaker and 

weaker. When the evil spirits are born, it will be a disaster in the East China Sea.” 

Hearing this, Lin Kai’s expression also became serious. 

No wonder no one was injured or died even though unnatural phenomena occurred here ten or twenty 

years ago. 

There have been casualties only recently. 

It seems that the evil spirit is indeed about to destroy the sealing power of the dragon veins. 



It really helped the evil spirits get out of trouble, and it was conceivable that this was a great disaster. 

Master Zhicheng continued: “Last night, we were used by evil spirits to break up a few of us before we 

actually walked into the place of geomantic omen. Otherwise, the poor monk and a few fellow daoists 

joined forces, even if we couldn’t suppress it. Evil spirits can also retreat with their whole body.” 

“Friend Lin, I am ashamed. Outside the land of feng shui, the evil spirits have a few resentful spirits. 

Those resentful spirits left the poor monks and a few fellow daoists trapped and wounded. If it weren’t 

for the poor monks. Be alert or you will be trapped.” 

“Now, taking advantage of the daytime, wait outside the land of Feng Shui, first rescue the poor monks 

fellow daoists, and then wait for the night to be together to suppress the evil spirit. At that time, Lin 

Daoyou can take the evil spirits evil spirits. Be the most yin thing and heal your friend.” 

Lin Kai nodded, and immediately moved in his heart: “Master Zhicheng, your fellow Daoists, are you 

okay?” 

Master Zhicheng sighed, and said helplessly: “Actually, I am not sure whether the poor monks fellow 

Taoists are still alive. But the poor monks also know their strength, perhaps in front of some powerful 

ancient warriors, They are not that powerful, but they are more powerful than master masters in 

suppressing demons and evil spirits.” 

“But a long time has passed. If they are delayed until tonight and they are not rescued, even if they can 

hold it, they probably won’t be able to hold it tonight.” 

Lin Kai suddenly felt that it was no wonder that Master Zhicheng was so anxious. 

It is still four hours before the evening. 

If the sky darkens, the evil spirit will be stronger. Don’t talk about saving people, I’m afraid you have to 

be careful. 

“Master Zhicheng, in this case, let’s go outside that Feng Shui land.” Lin Kai said. 

Master Zhicheng stopped at this time, and once again bowed to Lin Kai: “Friend Lin, no matter if there 

are a few fellow Taoists who have saved the poor monk, the poor monk will be grateful! He will also do 

his best to assist Lin Daoyou and suppress the evil spirits. Gain that evil spirit for Fellow Lin! In the 

future, where there are poor monks to help, the poor monks will be obliged to help!” 

“Master Zhicheng, in fact, each takes what he needs, there is no need to do this.” Lin Kai shook his head. 

What’s more, Master Zhicheng and several of his fellow daoists belonged to the Bihua Mansion. 

The asylum mansion also works for the country, but it deals with various unnatural phenomena. 

Be regarded as protecting the safety of the people in secret. 

As the Ninth Mountain, he naturally has an obligation to eradicate this evil spirit. 

Taking a step back, he is also going to save Dong Shu for the most yin thing. 

And Master Zhicheng is also to save people. 



At this moment, Master Zhicheng didn’t say much, looked at Lin Kai deeply gratefully, and then 

accelerated his pace to lead the way. 

As it goes deep into the inner periphery of the outskirts of West City, the surrounding area is not a road, 

but a deserted area. 

This was once the center of the East China Sea. 

Lin Kai looked at the houses full of weeds and green vines, and they were about to merge with the 

surrounding mountains, and he was deeply moved. 

Chapter 1330: Demon Spirit 

Chapter 1330 Demon Spirit 

Soon, this area of abandoned houses came to an end. 

Came to a mountain forest. 

As soon as he arrived here, Lin Kai could feel an inexplicable bit of chill, surrounding him all over his 

body. 

Even if it is broad daylight, or in the afternoon when the sun is shining brightly, the bitter chill seems to 

have touched an ice block that has never melted for a thousand years. 

Ordinary people will get frostbite easily in a short time under this chill, and then some resentful spirits 

will get into the body through this chill, and it will be easy for ordinary people. 

The strength of the ancient martial artist is weak, but he can hold on for a long time, but after a long 

time, it is the same as ordinary people. 

A strong ancient warrior can hold on for a long time under this chill. 

Both Lin Kai and Master Zhicheng belong to the latter. 

Although the chill was a bit bitter, it had no effect on both of them. 

What made Lin Kailue a little dignified was that he and Master Zhicheng walked into this forest. 

It was like walking into a dark world. 

The branches and leaves of the big trees that cover the sky completely block the sunlight outside, and 

no ray of sunlight can penetrate. 

It was so dark in front of me that I couldn’t see anything. 

Master Zhicheng was not surprised. He obviously knew that he was wearing a nuclear flashlight, and a 

strong light shining on the road ahead. 

He also threw a nuclear flashlight to Lin Kai, but Lin Kai couldn’t actually use it. 

Lin Kai has golden eyes, and he can see clearly even in the dark. 

Suddenly, there was a rustling noise in front, as if someone was approaching Lin Kai and them. 



Lin Kai’s eyes condensed, and under the light of the flashlight, behind a big tree in front, there was a 

shadow floating. 

Master Zhicheng also saw the floating shadow, looked back at Lin Kai, and solemnly said: “A grieving 

spirit is already staring at us, Fellow Lin, be careful.” 

Lin Kai nodded, and immediately used the golden pupil. The darkness in front of him was no longer so 

dark. Instead, his vision was extremely clear, just like daylight. 

When he saw the fluttering shadow clearly, he sneered, “Give me away!” 

With that said, Lin Kai quickly moved towards the nearby tree, and the ghost attacked and killed! 

The attack was fast and accurate, and blasted there! 

Master Zhicheng was taken aback by Lin Kai’s sudden attack, and hurriedly shot a flashlight towards Lin 

Kai, hoping to shine some light on Lin Kai. 

It’s just that he just turned his flashlight over. 

Master Zhicheng saw that Lin Kai attacked the floating shadow. 

The shadow didn’t even have time to make a scream, it turned into a black air and disappeared between 

the world. 

“Friend Lin is really good! It’s so easy to kill the wraith spirits!” Master Zhicheng was shocked and 

exclaimed from the bottom of his heart. At the same time, he also praised Lin Kai for his ability to save 

his fellow daoists and suppress evil spirits. Grasped. 

Although Master Zhicheng had heard of the owner of the Ninth Mountain of Jiulong Mountain, that is, 

Lin Kai’s name. 

But I have never seen it in person. 

Seeing it now, it’s as powerful as the rumors. 

He didn’t have any hope at first, after all, it would take some time to seek help from the Bihua Mansion. 

When the people from Bihua Mansion arrive, at least it must be tomorrow. 

By that time, several of his fellow daoists had already become resentful spirits in the hands of evil spirits. 

Unexpectedly, when he was helpless, he received a call from Jiang Shu. 

Even more unexpectedly, Lin Kai was also in this East China Sea, just in need of the most yin thing. 

What’s more, Master Zhicheng has seen with his own eyes the difficulty of this resentful spirit. 

As the saying goes, the little ghost is difficult to deal with, if it were not for these resentful spirits, he and 

a few dao friends would not be so embarrassed. 

However, Lin Kai was able to resolve the grievances with great ease. This comparison showed the 

difference in strength between the two sides. 



Lin laughed at the praise of Master Zhicheng. 

The two continued on. 

According to Master Zhicheng, the end of this mountain forest is the edge of the Feng Shui land. 

Several Daoists of Master Zhicheng were trapped there. 

The two of them didn’t waste any time, speeded up their pace and rushed there. 

Along the way, one after another encountered attacks from resentful spirits. 

However, these resentful spirits were immediately resolved by Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai has golden pupils, plus the immortal cultivator, he himself is keenly aware of this kind of 

resentment. 

Before the resentful spirit attacked, Lin Kai was blown away. 

Suddenly, Master Zhicheng, who was walking in front, stopped his figure. He looked around and asked in 

confusion: “Friend Lin, look, this place, we should have passed by before?” 

Master Zhicheng pays attention to the surrounding environment, because this mountain forest is an 

ancient battlefield in the past, and the resentment is already strong. 

Coupled with the interference of evil spirits and the breeding of resentful spirits, the magnetic field here 

is very unstable. 

Maybe when I walked, I encountered the so-called ghost hit the wall. 

If you keep walking in one place, you just cant get out. 

Hearing this, Lin Kai shook his head: “Master Zhicheng, I think we are in a fantasy world.” 

He has been using the golden pupil, so he has a better understanding of the surrounding environment 

than Master Zhicheng. 

Not long ago, Lin Kai noticed that the nearby resentful spirits were not doing anything, but were 

releasing something. 

Thinking of this, Lin Kai looked around carefully. 

Not long after, with Master Zhicheng’s surprised gaze, Lin Kai blasted towards an unremarkable stone 

under a thick tree. 

The stone split instantly. 

And the surroundings also began to sound, creaking. 

It looks like something is shattering. 

After a while, the surrounding environment was obviously at the end of the forest. 

Not only that, there was a red, **** shadow attacking the three. 



When the three people were hit by the red shadow, they all fell to the ground and vomited blood, falling 

into a coma. 

“Friend Lin, this scarlet shadow is stronger than the resentful spirit! It is a demon spirit between the 

resentful spirit and the evil spirit! Be careful!” 

Master Zhicheng explained, and then looked at the three people lying on the ground anxiously. 

Of the three people, two were dressed in Taoist robes and one in armor. 

These three must be fellow daoists of Master Zhicheng. 

They just arrived, or if they come one step later, the red shadow demon spirit will kill the three of them. 

He didn’t wait for Lin Kai and Master Zhicheng to attack the red shadow. 

The red shadow took the initiative to attack, and he didn’t dare to sense Lin Kai’s strength, and knew 

that he was not easy to deal with, so he almost killed Master Xiang Zhicheng. 

Lin Kai’s eyes were surprised. This demon spirit had some wisdom. Compared with the resentful spirit 

who could only attack, he had a certain degree of wisdom. This alone was much more powerful than the 

resentful spirit. 

As for Master Zhicheng, seeing this demon spirit attacking, he did not hide. 

Before that, Lin Kai was solving the resentful spirits all the way, which was probably quite expensive. 

Master Zhicheng simply wounded the demon spirit to buy time for Lin Kai. 

Master Zhicheng missed this, and immediately took off the string of Buddhist beads that he wore 

around his neck. The beads were as dark as glass beads. 

However, under his caress, the dark Buddha beads flashed with golden light and slapped on the demon 

spirit. 

 


